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KRUUSE X-lifter 
n  Lift Patients
n  Save Backs
n  Move Forward
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KRUUSE X-Lifter

KRUUSE X-lifter is a special transport table for smooth and easy movement of patients from the car park into the veterinary hospital,  
between locations in the veterinary hospital, as well as up and down between floor and tables, cages, etc. 

The KRUUSE X-lifter has been developed to improve the working conditions for the veterinary health care team. The purpose has been to avoid 
unhealthy lifts of patients and at the same time improve handling of the patients so it becomes less stressful. 

The unique design of the X-lifter has many benefits, especially the X-leg mechanism, which centralizes the wheelbase for controlled and  
balanced stability while lifting and transporting. This superior balance and weight distribution makes it the most stable platform available.  
The lifting mechanism is battery operated, providing effortless raising and lowering of the table. No physical power at all is necessary for vertical 
movement of the table, making it very easy for just one handler to operate. At the same time this patent pending design makes it easier to push 
the table around without getting into conflict with the base of the lifter. All four wheels have a 360° steering which gives the easiest possible 
maneuvering around in the hospital. The bumper is a rubber-strip that follows the edge of the tabletop to soften impact, thus protecting the 
patient, reducing damage to the clinic interior and avoiding bruises to staff members.

For veterinary use only.
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Dog on sling moved  
to raised X-lifter 

Dog transported  
on raised X-lifter

X-lifter lowered with dog Dog lifted off on support sling1 2 3 4



Cat. No Description
280000 KRUUSE X-lifter

Minimum height 
27 cm/ 10 1/2”

Maximum height  
97 cm/ 3’ 2”

Lifting capacity  
80 kg/ 177 pounds

Bumper around the 
edge of the table top  

Stainless steel table top 
130 x 60 cm/ 51”x23 1/2" 

Patent Pending

Operated by  
rechargable battery.
Approx. 40 lifts with 

fully charged battery.

The unique attachment of the castors to the  
parallelogram means, that no matter what  
the height of the tabletop is, the X-lifter will  
always be easy to move across the floor

360° high quality 
movable castors with 
locking mechanism

Rail for fastening of  
the KRUUSE X-lifter  
Fixation Straps
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Accessories to the KRUUSE X-lifter

Cat. No Description
280005 KRUUSE X-lifter Fixation Straps (set of 4)
  This set of straps is used to fixate the patient to KRUUSE X-lifter.  
  These touch fastener straps are attached to the rails on the table top.  
  The straps can be moved along the rails to optimize fixation of the patient.

280010 KRUUSE X-lifter Sling
  This unique sling is very useful when lifting the patient from the floor  
  to the X-lifter. The straps on the sling provides two choices of lifting  
  positions, a shorter and longer position. At each of the long sides of  
  the sling there is a tunnel for the bars, where the KRUUSE Sling Bars  
  can be placed for maximum stability. Made of PVC.  

280011 KRUUSE X-lifter Sling Bars 150 cm/59”, 1 pair


